Abstract -Cosmic-ray muons can be used for imaging of large structures, or high-density objects with high atomic number. The first task can be performed by measurement of muon absorption within very thick material layers, while the second approach is based on muon multiple scattering. However, the muon imaging of small structures with low atomic number and density was not yet solved appropriately. Here we show the first results of cosmic-ray muon imaging of small objects made of elements of low atomic number. This novel approach includes detection of secondary particles produced by muons, which were not used at all in previous muon imaging methods. Thus, the list of elements, as well as the range of dimensions of objects which can be imaged are significantly expanded.
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The interaction of energetic cosmic particles with the Earth atmosphere leads to a shower of subatomic particles in a cascade process. To the Earth surface mostly highenergy (2 GeV in average) muons arrive with a flux on the order of 10000 m −2 min −1 .
It was recognized a long time ago that these highly penetrating particles can be used for inspecting large-volume rock structures [1] [2] [3] . After these applications based on muon absorption, a muon tomography method based on multiple muon scattering was developed [4] [5] [6] .
These methods have been exploited for the inspection of large industrial structures [7, 8] and large vessels [9] , for the detection of nuclear threats [10] and proposed for exploration of Mars geology [11] . It was predicted that with large-area muon detectors, useful images can be derived in minutes [12] .
In the present paper we want to demonstrate the completely new approach in which muon-induced secondaries (mostly the bremsstrahlung from electrons and positrons created by muons) can be used for imaging purposes. New imaging methods by other incident particles could be also established by the method we describe.
In our previous experiments [13] using a plastic muon detector and a high-purity germanium (HPGe) gamma (a) E-mail: mrdjad@df.uns.ac.rs detector in coincidence, we measured the muon secondary production in various materials.
The present experimental setup (sketched in fig. 1(a) ) is the combination of the HPGe gamma spectrometer with a muon tracker [14, 15] consisting of four Close Cathode Chamber (CCC) [16, 17] detection layers with dimensions of 25 cm × 25 cm and segmentation of 4 mm × 4 mm. The data on the muon trajectories have been stored in the tracker's data acquisition system, together with a time stamp of each event.
The tracker system has been designed to optimally match the HPGe geometry. The position resolution of the tracker without the HPGe detector is better than 2.5 mm (RMS) for each layer, shown in fig. 2(a) , leading to extrapolated trajectory precision better than 2.5 mm. Figure 2 (a) has been prepared such that the position difference between the fitted 4-point track and the actual position is shown, without excluding the detector under test. The tracking efficiency for each layer, shown in fig. 2(b) is around 96%. The combined tracking efficiency, assuming three collinear track points, is above 99%.
For the events with at least two coincident hits, the tracker generates also logic output signals. These signals have been stored in the CAEN four-input fast-digitizer unit within the list containing the time stamp of the acquired signal. In addition to the tracker's signals, the 58001-p1 signals from the HPGe detector were stored in the CAEN unit as well, containing information of the signal amplitude and the time when the signal occurred.
Based on the data from the tracker's acquisition system the trajectories of all muons registered by the tracker are reconstructed offline. Combining the tracker and HPGe detector systems, it was possible to select (reconstruct) only such muon tracks which are coincident with events in the HPGe detector. The coincidence time curve of the tracker and HPGe detector is given in fig. 1(b) . From this time curve one can conclude that events between tracker and Ge detector are in a clear coincidence within the time interval of about 1 μs (the FWHM of the true coincident peak is ≈ 0.5 μs). The width of the coincident time distribution is determined by the times of the signal generation in both the tracker and the HPGe detector electronics (the delay due to secondaries production is negligible). The spectrum of the coincidence events registered by the HPGe detector, corresponding to this time curve, originated from secondary particles produced by cosmic muons in the vicinity of the Ge crystal is presented in fig. 1(c) .
The maximum energy cut for the events from the HPGe detector stored by the CAEN unit was set at 6.4 MeV, so the high-energy depositions corresponding to direct interactions of muons with the Ge crystal are not present in the coincident spectrum. The incident track inclination is only limited by the requirement that at least two tracker boards must be fired, resulting in a broad solid angle in the upper half-space, while the coincident muon tracks used for image reconstruction, are effectively limited to a cone of about 30
• By this method the materials around the HPGe, where the muon secondaries have been created, could be imaged. The scheme which explains how 2D and 3D images were obtained is presented in fig. 3 . Figure 4 (a) is a photograph of the vicinity of our HPGe detector, while fig. 4(b) represents the image of the same objects obtained from the acquired experimental data, based on the previously described novel method.
By increasing the number of mathematical planes intersecting coincident muon paths, we reconstructed a 3D image of the detector vicinity ( fig. 4(c) ).
The 3D image is obtained from intersections with an equally spaced set of 20 horizontal mathematical planes joining the slightly different pictures of intersections at different depths, offering thus the possibility of tomographic image reconstruction, although the longitudinal position of the muon interaction with the object cannot be measured.
In fig. 4 (b) the image of the detector endcap and the hole in the lead shield can be recognized, together with the copper cylinder inserted between the HPGe detector and the lead shield. The crystal of the HPGe detector is invisible due to the following reason: when both particles -muon and its secondary particle-hit the detector crystal within the time resolution of the system, the two signals are summed. Such summed signals have amplitudes corresponding to a deposited energy in HPGe of about 60 MeV, far above the energy of secondaries of about 6.4 MeV, and thus are rejected.
These 2D and 3D images contain information on the mean atomic number Z of the materials (representing the probability of secondary particles production in various materials), although the image intensities of the The presence of inclined coincident muon tracks is crucial for the tomographic image reconstruction. From this schematic presentation it can be seen that the distribution of the intersection points is different within planes located at different positions along the vertical axis. The highest density of intersection points along the vertical (z) axis is thus expected at an interval of z values corresponding to the height of the object, where the production of coincident muon secondaries is dominant. The copper cylinder was used in the experiment as an object which should be imaged. present objects depend also on the transparency (i.e. self-absorption) of the investigated materials for radiation produced within these materials, as well as on the detector efficiency for the produced secondary particles. Figure 4 (b) confirms that the low-Z elements are well visualized because of their larger transparency for muoninduced secondaries. This is a huge advantage of the introduced novel approach for imaging in comparison with the muon absorption method (which is appropriate only for imaging of large structures) and the muon multiple scattering method (appropriate mainly for high-Z objects imaging).
In order to check the validity of the mechanism of 2D and 3D image reconstruction in our experiment, we performed Monte Carlo simulations based on the Geant4 software [18] (version 4.9.5). Vertical muons with average energies of 2 GeV (Gaussian distribution, ±1 GeV) were generated in simulations, interacting with the HPGe detector, lead shield and copper cylinder which were arranged in the same geometry as in the experimental setup. The points of intersections of all generated muons in simulations with the horizontal plane positioned at the beginning of the detector endcap are presented in fig. 5(a) , while the intersections of only those muons which produced secondary particles interacting with the HPGe detector are given in fig. 5(b) and fig. 5(c) .
The simulation only with vertical muons (for reasons of higher computing efficiency), although quite useful to confirm the behaviour of interactions, introduces some geometrical dissimilarity with real experimental results: the longitudinal information represented in the experiment by intersections of inclined tracks with horizontal planes is here absent. Thus, the simulated track intersections at different heights are identical and fig. 5(c) is only presented for comparison with fig. 4(c) .
From experimental and simulated images ( fig. 4(b) and fig. 5(b) ) it can be concluded that secondary particles escape from the lead till the thickness of about 5 cm. They also prove the possibility of imaging of small structures, comparable with those obtained by typical X-ray devices. The identification of average atomic number and material density from the obtained images will be the next step in our future experiments and analysis in this field of research. * * *
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